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June 12, 1994:
■ Nicole Brown Simpson, Ronald
Goldman found murdered
June17:
■ Simpson charged with murder,
declared fugitive
July 22:
■ Simpson pleads not guilty
September 26:
■ Jury selection begins
November 3:
■ Jury sequestered
June 15, 1995:
■ Simpson struggles to pull on murder
gloves in front of jury
August 29:
■ Excerpts of Mark Fuhrman tapes
played for jury
September 22:
■ Defense and prosecution rest
September 29:
■ Judge Lance Ito gives case to jury
October 2:
■ Jury deliberates for less than four
hours
October 3:
■ Simpson acquitted of both counts
Simpson trial highlights
By CHRIS SEPER
Staff editor
O.J. Simpson went home a free man
Tuesday, stunning a nation and starting a
campus debate over what went wrong – or right
– in the case.
In a courtroom on the verge of exploding
with emotion, a hush fell as Judge Lance Ito’s
clerk, Dierdre Robertson, read the two words:
“Not guilty.’’
Thus ended a nine-month trial over the
murders of ex-wife Nicole Brown-Simpson and
her friend Ron Goldman.
Simpson smiled, mouthed the words, “Thank
you,’’ at the jury, then clasped his hands
together. Lead attorney Johnnie Cochran Jr.,
standing behind Simpson, slapped him on the
back and laid his forehead on his shoulder.
“I thought he would be guilty,” said Scott
Savage, a junior education major, who cheered
the acquittal. Savage was one of more than 100
people who watched from the television on the
second floor of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The Union television, usually reserved for
soap operas, played to what many called the
largest courtroom drama this century.
“This is one of the most famous criminal
trials in the 20th Century,” said Peter Leigh,
Eastern’s pre-law adviser, who expected the
jury to convict Simpson on two counts of
second-degree murder.
Tears of anguish and shouts of joy burst from
the three families whose lives were torn apart
by the bloody June 12, 1994, slayings of Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman.
“Oh my God!’’ exclaimed Simpson’s grown
daughter, Arnelle, embracing her brother Jason.
“Last June 13, ’94 (the day he learned of his
son’s death), was the worst nightmare of my
life. This is the second,’’ Goldman’s father,
Fred, said at a prosecution news conference.
“This prosecution team didn’t lose today. I
deeply believe this country lost today. Justice
was not served.’’
Eerily, the Simpson saga ended much as it
had begun, with the fallen football superstar
being transported in a white van to his estate
while news helicopters tracked him overhead.
Simpson pledged to track down the real
killers who are “out there somewhere.’’
Tuesday’s televised verdicts were the most-
watched event since June 17, 1994, when
Simpson, in a white Bronco with his friend Al
“A.C.’’ Cowlings driving, led police on a
surreal slow-speed chase viewed by millions.
Eastern   students   were  among  the  throng
The Juice is loose
Students react to the verdict of the century
Oh God! Nicole was
right. She said he was
going to kill her and get away
with it. He always said he was
above the law.”
- Faye Resnick,
friend of Nicole Brown Simpson
while watching the verdict
Please don’t let this
make you lose faith in
our system...Everyone here
has put in 110 percent, given
their all for everyone, for
justice. It was a dignified fight.
It showed great courage, great
integrity and great moral
strength.”
- Deputy District Attorney
Marcia Clark,
at the prosecution’s 
news conference.
“
■ Blacks rejoice “not guilty” verdict
STORY page 2
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday passed a
motion urging that the proposed Booth
Library funding allocation formula not be
implemented, and any new money be
distributed through a “most needed” basis to
offset severe department funding problems.
“The current proposal is too rapid a
change for some departments,” said senate
member French Fraker. “However, to say
we’ll make changes with new money may be
too slow because what new money is out
there?”
Faculty have been critical of the proposal
because substantial funding improvements in
particular departments are supplied by taking
away money from other departments.
The senate’s recommendation will be
taken into consideration by the Library
Collection Development Committee, which
decides how library money is spent and
would decide on the proposal’s imp-
lementation, said Allen Lanham, dean of
Library Services.
I think (the recommendation) will be
taken very seriously (by the committee),”
Lanham said.
Lanham said all suggestions and
recommendations by university personnel
are taken into account by the committee
before a decision is made. The committee is
currently considering all collected opinions
and debating a decision.
“We are still very much working on a
resolution of the (proposed) formula,”
Lanham said. “This is a tremendously
sensitive issue with no wonderful solution.”
Senate members read over 15 memos sent
by various faculty about opinions on the
proposal. All but one displayed dis-
satisfaction with the proposed formula and
support for the senate’s recommendation not
to implement it.
Some of the memos expressed concern
that the formula would pit one college or
department against another because they
would all be attempting to gain the same
money.
Other faculty memos said the proposal
would cause too abrupt a change in areas the
formula designates to receive significantly
less library funding.
Fraker was concerned about the amount of
“new money” and how effective it would be
in funding departments in “much need.”
Lanham said it is expected that Booth
Library would gain an additional $85,000 in
January or February form the Council on
University Planning and Budgeting’s
recommendation.
“We’re the number two priority on the
(council’s) list,” Lanham said.
Lanham said $104,000 was recommended
to the CUPB to bring departments in most
need of funding up to substantial funding
levels.
Senate requests not to use library formula
“
See O.J. page 2
AP photo
O.J. Simpson and members of his defense team hold hands after the “not guilty” verdict was returned by the jury Tuesday.
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Stu’s
A L T E R N A T I V E  N I G H T
$116 oz.Bottles ofIcehouseand Red Dog
$4 Vodka and Gin Mixer Pitchers
ATTENTION:
the WEST PARKING LOT of O’BRIEN
STADIUM is reserved on OCTOBER 7,
1995 For the 20th Annual Panther
Marching Band Festival.
PLEASE REMOVE YOUR VEHICLE BY
6:00 pm on 
Friday, October 6
Any vehicle remaining after this time
will be TOWED at the Owner’s Expense.
Your Cooperation in this matter is
greatly appreciated
R
R
R
R R R
R
R
R
RRR
$2.00
IMPORT BOTTLES
FRI.SMART ALICE
$19ºº Rent
til May 96
FREE Delivery
ICEBOXER
1-800-811-1953
After eleven years of providing Eastern stu-
dents with quality chiropractic care, we 
are welcoming students back to school. 
To welcome you back we are offering our
services on your first visit absolutely FREE*
with this ad!  This includes consultation,
examination, treatment & X-rays if indicated.
CALL NOW to schedule your appointment.
EVERYTHING ISFREE
(ON FIRST VISIT)
*
Gandolfi
C H I R O P R A C T I C
DR. MICHAEL GANDOLFI, D.C. 
211518TH STREET
Gandolfi
C H I R O P R A C T I C
*New patients only.
Ad must be presented 
on first visit.  Expires
October 4, 1995
CALL 345-4065
DECATUR (AP) – Police
searched two homes and two cars
Tuesday as they sought the killer
of 3-year-old Sara Kramer.
Police Cmdr. Richard Ryan
refused to say who the homes and
cars belonged to or where they
were, except they were in
Decatur. He said there was only
an outside possibility of an arrest
Tuesday.
Ryan said the searches were
being carried out by the Illinois
State Police and Decatur Police in
connection with a man questioned
last week who lives in a mobile
home next to that of Brad and
Sally Kramer, the slain girl’s par-
ents.
Sara’s mother reported her
missing early Sunday morning
Sept. 24. A fisherman found her
body in the Sangamon River on
Sept. 27.
Police said the suspect, who
also works as a security guard for
the mobile home park, has made
inconsistent statements, but they
haven’t said what they are.
“We haven’t been able to clari-
fy those inconsistencies,” Ryan
said.
Ryan refused to call the man a
primary suspect. The man has
denied his involvement in the
case.
Warrants issued in Decatur case
that gathered Tuesday around tele-
vision sets to hear the decision.
Lobbies in Thomas and Taylor
Halls were packed with at least
100 people at each location.
Students said a crowd of stu-
dents and staff cheered the verdict
at Thomas and the Union, but
those in at least one large group in
Taylor criticized the decision.
Some teachers ended classes
early to let students hear the deci-
sion.
“I’m stunned. I’m just stunned,”
said Leigh, who also advises the
Pre-Law Society and Mock Trial
team.
Leigh wasn’t able to get to a
television, but instead heard the
verdict over the phone. After it was
read and Ito addressed the court,
Leigh put the phone down, rubbed
his eyes and shook his head.
“I really think this was a case of
jury nullification,” said Leigh,
referring to when jurors ignore
facts and decide cases on their
emotions.
Discussion of the Simpson case
dominated discussion everywhere
on campus. It was the bulk of the
discussion in Leigh’s 12:30 p.m.
Constitutional Law course, and
students who couldn’t talk about
the case in class started their dis-
cussion after classes.
One woman carried a sign in
front of captive classrooms telling
them the verdict.
“I expected” an acquittal, said
Clint Patterson, president of the
Pre-Law Society. “The prosecution
did a good job. But the defense did
a good job falsifying their case.”
But Pre-Law Society Vice
President Joy Stanton said she
thought the jury released a murder-
er.
“I really think he did it,” Stanton
said. “He was the only suspect. If
he didn’t do it, who did?”
Many students said the prosecu-
tion’s case fell on the perjured tes-
timony and racist attitude of L.A.
Police Detective Mark Fuhrman.
After giving crucial testimony
about Simpson’s bloody glove at
the scene, Fuhrman’s voice was on
tape using the racial slur “nigger”
and admitting he had railroaded
defendants in the past.
“I think race was an issue
because the trial made it look like
Mark Fuhrman had something to
do with the glove,” said Sean
Mullinax, a freshman undecided
major.
Matthew Hatfield, a freshman
percussion major, also said race
was a major factor in the case.
“The stuff with Fuhrman clouded
the jury,” Hatfield said.
Color lines were evident in the
reaction at the Union.
Most black students cheered
immediately, but some white stu-
dents seemed disheartened about
the verdict.
The race issue even split the
defense attorneys. Defense attor-
ney Johnny Cochran, who used
race issues heavily in his closing
argument, said “race plays a part in
everything in America.”
But fellow attorney Robert
Shapiro said he was “deeply
offended’’ that Cochran compared
the police detective who found the
bloody glove to Adolf Hitler. He
said would never work with
Cochran again.
“(Cochran) believes that every-
thing in America is related to
race,” Shapiro said. “I do not.’’
Others around campus discount-
ed race as a factor, claiming
Simpson’s  superstar status tran-
scended color issues. Some blamed
the media’s presence in the court-
room and the circus-like attitude to
contributing the length and deci-
sion of the trial.
“The cameras should have
stayed out of the courtroom, then
he would’ve had a fair trial,” said
Tony Artimisi, freshman percus-
sions major.
“I think he was found innocent
for a variety of reasons,” said
Tiffany Abbott, a junior psycholo-
gy major who watched the verdict
in the Union. “I believe he was set
up. It was the verdict that should
have come about a year ago.”
Leigh and Stanton both won-
dered what would happen to the
criminal justice system. The justice
system will be damaged because of
the length, the handling and the
result of the trial, they said.
– The Associated Press and staff
writers Sarah Wong, Shalanda
Hedrick and Chris Holly con-
tributed to this report.
ATLANTA (AP) – “Right on,
O.J. We were with you!’’ mem-
bers of a black business organiza-
tion watching the verdict in a con-
ference room cried out.
“The Juice is loose!’’ a black
construction worker exulted, as he
crossed a downtown street where
a neighborhood group was setting
up a celebratory cookout.
On a subway platform, a black
woman hoisted aloft the front
page of The Atlanta Journal’s hot-
off-the-presses final edition so that
riders on a passing train could
learn O.J. Simpson had been
freed.
Tipping it from side to side, she
sang out the headline again and
again, “Not Guilty. Not Guilty.’’
And therein lies a lesson, said the
Rev. Joseph Lowery, president of
the Atlanta-based Southern
Christian Leadership Conference.
“I think white people have to
take a new look,’’ he said, “at how
aggrieved and pained the black
community is about our criminal
justice system.’’
Skepticism of the Los Angeles
Police Department, especially evi-
dence of Mark Fuhrman’s incendi-
ary racist statements, resonated
deeply with blacks, Lowery noted,
and probably weighed heavily on
black jurors.
Case causes skepticism
in police, justice system
O.J. from page one
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By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
When the student fee increase
proposals were being considered
by the Student Senate last
month, several athletes reached
out to gain support of senate
members to pass a $5 increase in
fees for athletics.
Senate members journeyed
into the campus and community
to personally contact senate
members to gain support for
their proposal – efforts which
proved successful when the sen-
ate passed the resolution at its
Sept. 20 meeting.
Tim Carver, co-captain of the
men’s football team and presi-
dent of the Student Athlete
Advisory Board, spoke at the
Sept. 20 Student Senate meeting
asking for support of the fee
increase.
Carver said he and other
members of various athletic
organizations spoke before the
senate because “we weren’t sure
whether or not it would pass.”
Along with speaking to the
senate on behalf of the football
team, Carver also presented a
letter from the Student Athlete
Advisory Board on behalf of all
of Eastern’s athletic teams ask-
ing for support of the proposal.
“I know a lot of the other ath-
letic organizations also gave let-
ters to the senate and were repre-
sented there,” Carver said.
Several other sports teams,
including the women’s swim-
ming and soccer teams spoke at
the meeting. About nine people
spoke at the meeting, the majori-
ty speaking about the athletics
fee. Ted Hart, assistant director
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, was the only
person from a non-athletics
related organization who spoke
at the meting. However, repre-
sentatives from the organizations
had made their original presenta-
tion at the Aug. 31 senate meet-
ing.
Shirley Stewart, director of
Student Services and Career
Planning and Placement, said
Hart “just attended the meeting
in case any questions should
arise.
“It was my understanding that
we make our presentation based
on what our needs are and a fair
decision would be made based
on that,” Stewart said. “We made
the presentation and that was it.”
However, efforts by Stewart
and Hart proved futile as the
senate voted down the proposed
$4 increase in fees for the Union.
The following fee increases
were approved by Student
Senate and the Board of
Governors at its Sept. 21 meet-
ing: $10 for computer technolo-
gy; $5 for athletics; and $5 for
Health Service.
Representatives from the
Health Service and Academic
Computing also said it wasn’t
necessary to further lobby the
senate to approve the fee propos-
als.
Lynette Drake, director of
Health Service, said several stu-
dents outside of the senate sup-
ported the proposed Health
Service increase and understood
why the increase was necessary.
“We didn’t solicit people to go
represent us,” Drake said.
✩✩✩
✩ ✩
✩✩
✩
✩
Be Part Of The Next Chapter 
Of Eastern’s History
Sit for your 1996 Warbler Portrait
Wednesday 10/4 - Friday 10/6
9 am - 5 pm
in the
Union Bookstore Lounge
Make your Reservations Today 
and receive a $1.00 Sitting Fee Discount!
Just Call 581-2812 or stop by our photo studio 
outside the Union Bookstore.
Sitting Fees are $6 for Seniors & $5 for Others
($5 Seniors • $4 Others if  make a Reservation this week).
WE D N E S D AY SP E C I A L: $1.00 Discount for all 
Portraits taken on Wednesday, October 4 
(may be used with reservation discount).
A... M...   SPECIAL• Free Cup of Coffee from Coffee
Express if you sit for a Portrait 
between 9 am & 1 pm.
348-8282
Lunch Special One 10” Pizza 2Items & 2 Cokes
$599
Additional toppings $.70 each.
Valid only at participating stores.
Nifty Ten Fifty
1 Extra Large
2 Toppings Pizza
$1050
Additional topping $1.25 each.
Valid only at participating stores.
+ TAX+ TAX
SERVING CHARLESTON & EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY426 W. LINCOLN AVE.
HOURS
MON.-THURS.
11AM-1:30AM
FRI.-SAT.
11AM-2:30AM
SUN.
11AM-MIDNIGHT
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
Friends&Co
T O N I G H T
Lowenbrau Dark
Leinie, MGD
$100
P i n t s
509 Van Buren          345-2380
Angus (PG-13) 4:45, 7:15
Halloween (R) 5:00, 7:00
Seven (R)      4:30, 7:15
Showgirls (NC-17)    4:15,7:00
The Big Green (PG)        5:00,7:30
Indian in the Cupboard (PG)
7:00, 9:15
Dangerous Minds(R)    7:30, 9:45
345-7849345-7849
16OZ. DRAFTS $1.25
DAIQUIRI’S $2.05
BAR MIXERS $2.05ML & BL
RESTAURANT &BANQUET FACILITY 1412 4TH ST.CHARLESTON
CATFISH DINNER   $6.95
ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM.  AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER
LUNCH SPECIALS 11 AM-2 PM
Meatball Sandwich                                $3.95
Turkey Club         $4.25
Soup of the Day--Chicken Noodle 
$2.00 / Bowl      $1.50 w/ Sandwich
GRINDERS, your off-campus study
place, now open daily.
Visa,
Mastercard,
Discover & 
American Express
AcceptedWay Back Wednesday
Songs of the 80’s  •  Super Specials
NEW
Chicago Dog
Only $1.29
Happy B-Day John 
Hope you have a ter-
rific day!!! Mona,
Isaac, & Andrew
Activism
paid off
for athletes
Every sport has its own distinct
following. You can almost tell
what team you’re watching just by
looking at the fans and listening to
the goings-on around you.
Baltimore Orioles fans sing
“Thank God I’m a Country Boy”
during the seventh inning stretch,
Cleveland Browns fans eat dog
food, and University of Illinois
fans drive orange and blue vans.
But a universal trait that can be
found in a number of fans at any
male-contestant sporting event, whether it’s football, hockey,
baseball or otherwise, is a lack of respect for women.
“Who taught you to be a goalie? Your mother?!?” the fan
next to me screamed at last Saturday’s U of I hockey game. 
“Get some balls! You pitch like a girl!” I heard at a baseball
game this summer.
Even seemingly otherwise enlightened men in my life
resort to less-than-intelligent and somewhat degrading phras-
es in the heat of a contest.
“Strap on the testicles!” is a popular one.
“Take off your skirt and start playing!” is another one of
my favorites.
The underlying theme of these statements is that in order to
be any good at a sport, you have to be male.
Admittedly, if I wanted to be a goalie, my mother would
not be a qualified teacher. But neither would my father, my
brother, my uncle or any other male I know.
So can I expect to hear “Who taught you to be a goalie?
Your dad?!?” anytime soon? Probably not. Because regard-
less of experience, physical stature or sheer desire, men are
assumed to be better athletes than women.
And if watching sports with men didn’t convince me of
that sentiment, all I had to do was try joining them in an
event.
My best friend and I made an appearance at a weekly bas-
ketball game one Saturday. We were the only females there
and were received as a pair of handicaps to pass off on the
opposing team.
“Should we split them up?” one
guy asked his fellow male players.
“Yeah, we better,” another
answered, not wanting to give one
team an unfair advantage over the
other.
It was assumed ahead of time
that we would “play like girls”
(translation: badly). And when I
(gasp!) made a basket, the average
passer-by would have thought I
was shooting from Coleman Hall,
judging by the guys’ reactions.
Now granted, I’m not the best athlete. I can hold my own
in a tennis match, and I spent three years on the softball team
in high school – mostly on the bench.
But toss me a football and I will probably fumble it. Put me
in as a major league pitcher and I’ll give up more than a few
home runs. Make me the team goalie and people will beg to
let anyone, mothers included, teach me how its done.
But my lack of athletic skills has nothing to do with my
being a female and everything to do with my lack of experi-
ence in sports. If I was interested in sports as a child and par-
ticipated in little league, soccer or basketball – as many girls
my age did – I would be just as skilled as a lot of males.
If I played a sport with any amount of devotion, I could be
equal to and probably better than some males my age.
But I didn’t and I don’t. I spend the majority of my time
surrounded by people who don’t scream out remarks about
other peoples’ mothers/sisters/girlfriends. I prefer not to hear
what given body part a person needs to “strap on” to improve
his game or what piece of clothing he needs to remove if he
wants to win.
But occasionally I give in and attend a game or two. I enjoy
the spirit, the intensity, the down-to-the-wire, edge-of-your-
seat drama that unfolds in front of me.
Then I look around and realize why I don’t do it more
often.
– Heidi Keibler is editor in chief and a regular columnist
for The Daily Eastern News.
The Daily Eastern News
Opinionpage
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Admissions policy
erodes standards
for university
Some of the best athletes wear skirts
HEIDI KEIBLER
Regular columnist
“The underly-
ing theme of
these statements
is that in order
to be any good
at a sport, you
have to be
male.“
Our nation’s universities are considered by
many to be the cornerstones of the education sys-
tem.
However, a new admissions proposal passed
by the Faculty Senate chips away at that corner-
stone. Faculty Senate members approved a policy
that would allow individuals who couldn’t get
into college fresh out of high school to come to
Eastern because of the education they have
received on the job.
This new admissions plan is not accommodat-
ing to the ever-growing number of non-tradition-
al students in the ranks of today’s society.
Instead, it lowers the standards by which Eastern
screens the rest of the
student body.
The policy, which has
moved on to the
Enrollment Management Committee for exami-
nation, allows non-traditional students who have
not attended a university to enter Eastern if they
have been out of high school for more than five
years. The applicant’s ACT or SAT scores,
according to the proposed policy, are not applica-
ble.
Work experience is valuable, but five years of
“real world” experience should not automatically
take the place of university-level grades. At the
very least there should be an admissions test for
these new students under this policy.
At the most, non-traditional students who
didn’t have the grades in high school may want
to consider junior college where the curriculum
can give them a sample of what they will
encounter at Eastern. The grades they receive in
those classes could dictate to non-traditional stu-
dents whether they will be able to succeed at
Eastern.
Faculty Senate Vice President Gary Foster
defended the senate’s actions, saying the students
now have received “tremendous motivation” to
further their education by spending a few years
“in the working world.”
This is true, the job market does help people. It
can teach them responsibility, discipline and the
willingness to work for a living. In addition,
employment can give people education in their
desired trade.
It cannot, however, give people the extent of
the knowledge they will need to make the grade
Editorial
Dear editor:
In the Sept. 27 editorial “More hikes
mean more trouble, debt for student
body,” the editorial board questions the
necessity of the approved $320-a-year
increase in the cost to attend Eastern
next year. The increase amounts to an
overall percentage increase of about 5.4
percent. The twisted logic involved in
this editorial uses inconsistent data and
hopes to place us in a utopic world
where inflation does not exist.
Inflation, known as the Consumer
Price Index (CPI), in the United States
stands at 2.6 percent at the end of
August. This is an important number.
The number that is more applicable to
our situation though it the Higher
Education Price Index (HEPI). This fig-
ure has been hovering around the 5 per-
cent area for four years and before that,
in times when we were not raising
tuition annually, it was as high as 8.4
percent.
The HEPI is the measure of how
much it costs to run a college and a uni-
versity. Increases in this affect every
area of campus, from equipment, main-
tenance, salaries and, yes, even the
school’s newspaper.
These utopic ideals are being driven
into our heads by a money-eating
machine called The Daily Eastern
News. The News is one of a few school
papers in the country that prints five
days a week at extreme costs to all of
us. Also, this is the same paper that
raised its advertising prices for students
more than 6 percent this year and the
very same paper that charges the Red
Cross Blood Drive for advertising spots
when they could easily donate an entire
page to this cause for one week a
semester.
With the HEPI at 5 percent, one can
easily understand that a 5.4 percent
increase barely allows us to keep up.
Informed students understand this. They
see that as a university we are heading
in the right direction.
We have a student-run entity in place
to keep increases in tuition consistent
over the long haul. We have an all-stu-
dent committee that votes on increases
in room and board rates. We have a lob-
byist and a student lobbying team that
will do more than has been ever done
before to increase funding we receive
from the state. We even have students
on our campus getting involved in the
financial aid situation on a national
level (actually taking action instead of
taking on the role of a victim). Finally,
we have our Student Senate, the body
that approves the tuition and fee
increases before they can even be con-
sidered by the governing board.
The Student Senate did not roll over
on this issue. Nor did they act as a rub-
ber stamp for the administration. What
they did is research the issue and get
more student input than anyone ever has
on any topic in the past. They thought
long and hard and made the decision
that they felt was best for the student
body of today and future years. Please
don’t beat them up for making decisions
and standing by them. This kind of
accountability should be expected
everywhere, even at The News.
Brian Anderson
Student Representative
Council on University Planning and
Budget
“We face the question whether a stillhigher “standard of living” is worth its
costs in things natural, wild and free.
– Aldo Leopold
today’s quote
your turnSenate made correct
decision about hikes
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By AMY BRIGOWATZ
Staff writer
Eastern has the second high-
est graduating rate of minority
students in the state of Illinois
thanks to the Peer Helper
Program, said Director  of
Minori ty Student  Affairs
Johnetta Jones.
“The Peer Helper is a mentor-
ing program which matches
incoming minority freshmen or
transfer students with an upper-
classman junior or senior stu-
dent,” Jones said, adding that
the program is 10 years old.
She said the first impression
of Eastern is critical in a minori-
ty student’s decision to stay.
“The first three to six weeks
(of classes) are critical in retain-
ing new students,” Jones said. 
This is the time when stu-
dents decide whether they plan
on staying in the institution and
potentially graduate, she added.
This year nearly 87 percent of
minority students returned as
sophomores, Jones said. 
In past years, only 50 percent
of minority students returned,
she added.
Currently, 44 percent of the
minority students at Eastern
graduate.
Jones added that 12 years ago
only 21 percent of minority stu-
dents were graduating.
The program was established
on the belief that a role model
would motivate individuals
toward success. 
Jones said the role of  the
mentor is to ease the transition
from the high school environ-
ment to the college environ-
ment.
The mentor is a supporter and
a source of campus information,
Jones said.
The mentor’s job also is to
see that the student has a posi-
tive college career.
Jimmi Duff, senior account-
ing major and a peer helper, said
he likes to contact his students
at least once a week to see how
they are doing.
“You can see the effects of
the program when the client is
willing to make an effort,” Duff
said.
He also said that the program
gives the minority student a
good knowledge of the campus
life.
Each peer helper is  given
three to four minority students. 
“The peer helpers act as a big
brother or big sister and when a
friendship is established, that is
the ultimate,” Jones said.
The program first started out
for black students with only 10
peer helpers.
Jones said that they received
such a positive response they
expanded i t  for al l  minority
groups on campus.
Since the beginning, the pro-
gram has grown to 35 peer
helpers and 130 students, Jones
said.
The Peer Helpers get together
as a group once a week to dis-
cuss common quest ions and
concerns they are faced with,
she said. 
This also provides communi-
cation among the mentors.
M A Y
THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY
T H E N E E D
If you have it, May wants to talk with you.  The May
Department Stores Company has created a tradition of
success and achievement - 20 years of record sales and
earnings per share is proof of our ambition.  We offer
excellent programming opportunities with the parent
company of such industry leaders as Famous-Barr and
Lord & Taylor....TO SUCCEED
Job Fair, Wed., Oct. 4th, 9:30am - 2:30pm, Martin
Luther King, Jr. University Union, Grand Ballroom
or Campus Interviews, Thurs., Oct. 5th, 10am-
4pm, Student Services Building, Career Planning
& Placement, Rm. 13
Associate Programmers
•BS in MIS or CIS
•2 semesters of COBOL Coursework
•3.0 GPA (4.0 scale)
Benefits at May include:
•8 week training program
•Convenient location in downtown St. Louis
•Competitive salary  & comprehensive benefits package
•Medical/Dental/Life insurance
•Profit sharing program
•Generous merchandise discounts at  Famous-Barr and Lord
& Taylor
E O E
Peer Helper
program
retains
minorities
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1994-1995 Full Time Students
Warbler YearbookWednesday through Friday10/4 10/6In the T.V. Lounge of the Unionacross from the Old Ballroom
MOTOCROSS RACES
Fall Classic Featured Race starts
1:00 p.m. Sunday
Also:  Full program of Amateur
Races Saturday & Sunday starting
at 10 a.m. each day.
LINCOLN TRAIL MOTOSPORTS
5 miles W. of Casey, IL on US 40, 1/4 Mi. South •
217-932-2041 • FREE CAMPING
$2.00 DISCOUNT AT GATE
with this coupon • coupon good
Oct. 7 or 8, 1995
UB Performing Arts
Presents:
Great Music,Great Guys, Great Attitude
8 pm in the
Rathskellar on
October 6th 
$1 Students
$3 General Public
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT MARCH
Thursday, October 5, 1995, 7 PM
EIU Campus Pond Pavilion
A candlelight march to promote safety
Campus and community members invited
March, Campfire, Music, Poetry
Appropriate for adults and children
Sponsored by Sexual Assault Counseling &
Information Service
EIU & Dept. of Health Studies
TMCall348-5454
TODAY’S SPECIAL!Large 1-Topping
$555Tax NotIncluded
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
Student Government mem-
bers are hopeful that more stu-
dents will come to tonight’s
meeting, being held at 7 p.m. in
the Taylor Hall lobby.
Normally, the senate meets
inside the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, but, senate
member Pat Scanlan suggested
the senate hold this week’s
meeting in Taylor Hall instead.
“I’d like to get out at least
once a month,” said Senate
Speaker Kevin Piket. “Next time
we go somewhere, it probably
won’t be in a residence hall.”
Piket said the senate is consid-
ering holding future senate
meetings in academic buildings
such as Coleman Hall, Lantz
Gym or Old Main, although he
said no dates have been set.
“It really doesn’t take that
much to get into another place,”
Piket said.
Scanlan said he suggested the
senate meeting be held at Taylor
Hall because it is one of the big-
ger residence halls on campus
and the Taylor Hall Council is a
recognized student organization.
Brian Anderson, a resident
assistant at Taylor Hall, also sug-
gested that the meeting be held
in Taylor Hall because the bylaw
changes from last spring
semester require the senate to
meet outside of the regular
meeting place two or three times
a semester.
Piket and Scanlan both said
they are unsure of how many
additional students will attend
because of the new location.
“I’ve been told there’ll be
some people coming from
Taylor Hall,” Piket said.
“Hopefully people in Taylor can
walk right down the stairs to it.”
In other business Wednesday,
the senate will vote on approval
of the Ford Hall Council as a
recognized student organization.
Piket said no other business
will be discussed at the meeting
other than the reports of the sen-
ate’s various committees.
Student
Government
set to meet
in Taylor Hall
By MELANIE McCLAIN
Staff writer
The Charleston City Council
Tuesday authorized the sale of sev-
eral pieces of surplus city equip-
ment for an Oct. 13 city auction. 
The sale is intended to give the
city more space in its storage
building on Atkins Drive.
The equipment includes two
utility pickup trucks, a fire station
van, several desks and chairs and
about 140 bicycles. The bicycles,
both in good and bad condition,
have either been found or confis-
cated by police.
Mayor Dan Cougill said pro-
ceeds from the auction will go
toward general funds to be dis-
tributed later. He said the last auc-
tion of this kind was held about
three years ago, but he was
unaware as to how much money
was brought in.
In other council business
Tuesday:
• the council voted to approve a
new three-year contract for the
Charleston chapter of the Fraternal
Order of Police.
Various issues such as vacations,
holidays, time off, seniority, pro-
motion, and whether the city
would be willing to pay for uni-
forms were part of the contract
changes.
Despite several minor changes,
Cougill said the union and the city
only changed about 10 percent of
the contract from previous years.
Negotiations for the contract,
which began in spring, ended in
early July, Cougill added.
• the council heard from Cate
Borzi, a representative of the
United Way, who asked the city
council to authorize a recommend-
ed payroll deduction of $3 from
their salaries to go toward the
United Way. Borzi also requested
to be allowed to educate city
employees about United Way
while they are on their lunch
breaks.
The council said they will find a
time and date where Borzi can
explain the United Way’s responsi-
bilities to city employees at the
Municipal Building.
City Council approves
sale of city equipment
By REAGAN BRANAHM
Activities editor
Future teachers will be able to
further their education and thank
past teachers who were influential
to them at the Great Teachers
Seminar being held Thursday in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
From 9:30 a.m. to noon, 14
teachers chosen from 225
statewide nominees will be on
campus to talk to education stu-
dents about how they became an
effective educator.
Judith Lyles, associate profes-
sor for educational psychology
guidance and counseling, said the
morning session with the teachers
will help students understand
what is necessary for success in
the classroom.
“What has been successful for
the teachers (who are visiting) is
transferred to their own future
teaching style,” Lyles said.
The day will also give the
teachers time to share their career
experiences with future educators,
Lyles said.
The teachers will have private
sessions from 9:30 to 11 a.m. with
the students who nominated them
for the seminar when Lyles’ edu-
cational psychology class will dis-
cuss aspects of their teaching
which students think is effective.
An open forum to ask teachers
questions will be held from 11
a.m. to noon in the Arcola-
Tuscola Room of the Union.
Lyles said she expects the ques-
tions at the open forum to pertain
to how teachers discipline stu-
dents or “how to make learning
exciting when they are competing
with television and a lot of tech-
nology.”
Lyles said the students may also
be interested in the politics of
teaching, such as the involvement
of unions, what role the public
expects a teacher to have and the
type of role model the teachers
perceive themselves as being.
Seminar to broaden
future teachers’ minds
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Phi Sigma Pi National Honor Fraternity cordially
invites all students who have at least a 3.00 GPA
and between 12 & 90 credits to attend these orga-
nizational meetings.  Learn what membership in this
honor fraternity can mean to you!
If you have any questions or cannot attend one of
these meetings but are interested in finding out
more about Phi Sigma Pi, please call (717) 299-
4710.
THE HONOR OF YOUR
PRESENCE IS REQUESTED
PHI SIGMA PI NATIONAL
HONOR FRATERNITY
scholarship ~ leadership ~ fellowship
WHAT:
“Phi Sigma Pi Meet Night”
WHEN:
October 9 & 10, 7:00 pm
WHERE:
Oct. 9 ~ Arcola/Tuscola Room
Oct.10 ~ Charleston/Mattoon Room
University Union
WHO:
Students with a 3.00 GPA
& between 12 & 90 credits
Bill Gruen
Gabe Dobra
Jon Kerr
Dave Jelinek
John Zilewicz
Mike Blandford
Greg Blasucci
Van Martz
Tim Laskowski
Felipe Diaz
Mike Tarczan
Bryan Adams
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Proudly presents their 1995 Fall New Member Class
CONGRATULATIONS!
Garrin Kay
Andrew Hicks
Matt Kinsell
Brandon Meiner
Bret Collier
Bryan Grossbauer
Jay O’Malley
Michael Jennings
Gavin Pingel
Joe Irace
Dan Flemming
Chadd Joney
Steve Sereyka
TEAM
EYE CARE
20
20
Dr. S
chubert's
Dr.William Schubert- OphthalmologistDr. Robert J. Blumthal- Optometrist
1605 Reynolds Drive, Charleston348-0221
Largest frame selection in the area
including Calvin Klein & Armani’s.
Free Vision Screening for All Students thru the end of
October.  Please mention this ad when calling for an
appointment.  With college I.D. receive an additional 10%
off all optical merchandise selections.
By SARAH WONG
Staff writer
As midterm arrives and class-
work increases, many students are
finding out that a study group is the
best way to take on the workload.
Brian Bybee, a senior pre-
optometry major, said he appreci-
ates study groups because they
help him through his classes. 
“If I don’t understand (the mate-
rials), someone can explain it to
me,” Bybee said. “It also helps to
get things done.” 
Mark Borzi, a speech communi-
cations professor, defines study
groups as a formal or informal col-
lection of students who study or
review class materials.
The purpose of study groups is
to review or study a course togeth-
er and help each other when some-
one does not understand the lec-
ture, he added.
Borzi said that he occasionally
assigns his classes to study groups
or group projects.
He added that sometimes he lets
students form their own study
groups, depending on the courses
that he is teaching.
“I believe students can work col-
lectively,” Borzi said. “Students
can develop a better understanding
on materials.”
However, Borzi said he some-
times gets complaints from stu-
dents about study groups or group
projects because some students end
up doing a majority of the work
while others in the group slack
behind.
Eddie Neal, a junior zoology
major, said that at times he would
rather do the work by himself
because other students want to take
control of everything. He said they
take control because they are afraid
of getting poor grades.
But Neal does take advantage of
his study groups.
“Sometimes, I feel more com-
fortable talking about the problems
with my friends than with the
instructor,” Neal said. “I feel more
relaxed; people can relate to my
problem.”
Michael Nibbelin, accounting
and finance professor, also assigns
study groups and group projects.
But Nibbelin said he allows his stu-
dents to form their own study
groups and group projects.
“They enjoy doing (the assign-
ment) together,” Nibbelin said.
“They get a lot out of it.” 
Study groups form
to ease midterms
NEW YORK (AP) – Placido
Domingo, Natalie Cole and
Roberta Flack will warm up his
audiences.
Free tickets to his outdoor
events are being scalped at
prices that might be whispered
in Shubert Alley for sold-out
Broadway musicals – upwards
of $100.
A healthier Pope John Paul II
returns to the United States
today with popularity ratings
any politician would covet. A
New York Times-CBS News
poll released over the weekend
found 92 percent of U.S.
Catholics  view him favorably
and only 4 percent unfavorably.
During his five-day visit, the
pope will confer with President
Clinton, address the United
Nations General Assembly and
preach to huge crowds at the
outdoor Masses in Giants
Stadium in the New Jersey
Meadowlands, at Aqueduct race
track, on the Great Lawn in New
York’s Central  Park and at
Oriole Park in Baltimore.
Even if the pope faces little
opposition, polls show many
American Catholics reject his
views on sexual morality and
other issues.
Crit ics inside the church
object to the pope’s vehement
opposition to birth control and
want him to at least consider
allowing married priests and the
ordination of women. The num-
ber of U.S. priests is falling
even as the number of Catholics
rises.
Coming to America
Pope returns to United States
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
The Apportionment Board
Thursday looked at a proposal to
require University Board commit-
tees to formally provide informa-
tion about their events.
Following an event, UB coordi-
nators will have to fill out a result
sheet with information including
how many students they had
expected to come, how many stu-
dents actually attended, ticket
prices and the total revenue gener-
ated by the event.
“There should be some sort of
relationship between what they
project and what they actually do,”
said AB member Dean Dudley,
who had originally come up with
the idea for the results sheet.
AB Chairman Matt Herman
said there will be changes made to
the original result sheet which was
discussed Tuesday, including a
sheet for events that do not have an
entrance charge.
In other business, the AB repre-
sentatives to UB and the Sports
and Recreation Center were
announced.
UB Chairmen Keith Lipke said
the representatives are intended to
allow AB know what UB is doing
and how their budgeting  works.
“The whole purpose is mainly
for AB members to know how our
budgeting process works,” Lipke
said. “UB isn’t just trying to make
sure our budgets and what we want
are approved.”
Several AB members, including
De’Metrius Williams, expressed
concerned that the groups they are
supposed to act as representatives
for would try to sell them on their
original budget requests, which
Herman said would not happen.
One AB member was assigned
to each individual UB committee
and the Sports and Recreation
Center.
AB weighs UB event
information proposal
$1000 FUNDRAISER fraternities,
sororities & student organization.
You’ve seen credit card fundrais-
ers before, but you’ve never seen
the VISA fundraiser that pays
$5.00 per application. Call Donna
at 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
camera.
_______________________11/1
Piano Tuning $25. repair, refinish-
ing, rebuilding. 25 yrs. exp.
Andrew Williams 268-3505.
______________________10/16
COSTUME RENTAL-HUGE
SELECTION, REASONABLE
RATES! GRAND BALL COS-
TUMES 345-2617
______________________10/31
$331.00. Sell 72 college T-shirts-
profit $331.00. Risk free. Choose
from 27 designs, or design own.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4822.
______________________10/27
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING -
Seasonal and full-time employ-
ment available at National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-
545-4804 ext. N57381.
_______________________10/6
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -
Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per month.
Room & Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience nec-
essary 206-545-4155 ext.
A57381.
_______________________10/6
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING -
Earn up to $2,000+/month work-
ing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean,etc.).
Seasonal and full-time employ-
ment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call 1-206-634-0458 ext. C57381.
_______________________10/6
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK -
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For informa-
tion call: 206-632-1146 ext.
J57381.
_______________________10/6
$ CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
Students Needed! $$$+Free
Travel(Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!) Seasonal/Permanent,
No Exper. Necessary. Guide.
919-929-4398 ext C1038.
______________________10/13
? Need extra bucks. You can
work as little as 4 hours or as
much as 16 hours. You can earn
up to $10.00 an hour (or more).
Do you want the job yet? We
need two to three people for tele-
marketing, no experience need-
ed. ABC Seamless Security
Company. 39 years in
Charleston. Call Larry Drake 345-
6257
_______________________10/4
The Coalition Against Domestic
Violence will train interested vol-
unteers to staff our hotl ine.
Volunteer training begins October
6th. Call the CADV for more infor-
mation 348-5931.
_______________________10/9
$5,000-$8,000 MONTHLY
Working distributing our Product
Brochures. Get Paid-We Supply
Brochures. F/T or P/T. For FREE
Info Write: Director, 1375 Coney
Island Ave., Ste. 427, Brooklyn,
NY 11230
_______________________11/8
Delivery person wanted part time,
apply in person after 4 pm,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston
______________________10/10
LITTLE CAESAR’S In Mattoon
is now hi r ing DELIVERY
DRIVERS Full-time or part-time
positions are available. Flexible
scheduling, Great Pay. Apply in
person at 900 Charleston Ave.,
Mattoon.
_______________________10/9
Brian’s Place needs
Doorman/sec. staff. Apply in
Person 2100 Broadway, Mattoon
234-4151
_______________________10/6
Wanted! Experienced help for
yard and repair work. 345-6837
_______________________10/4
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
FAST EASY MONEY: MOTIVAT-
ED INDIVIDUAL NEEDED TO
HEAD UP MARKETING PRO-
JECT ON CAMPUS. (800)862-
1982 EXT. 60
_______________________10/5
$40,00/YR. Income potential.
Home typists/PC users. Toll free
(1) 800-898-9778 Ext. T-2262 for
listings.
_______________________10/4
Female college student to assist
Professor’s family with household
chores: CLEANING, cooking,
occasional light yard work, laun-
dry, run errands, etc. $5.00 per
hour. Need own transportation.
Preference given to those free on
Tuesday and Thursday mornings.
Get application from 343 Old
Main (Westwing 3rd floor; south
side)
Female needed to sublease nice
apt. now. Close to campus. Pay
1/4 utilities. Rent only $100/mo.
Will have own room. Contact Amy
at 345-7579. Leave message on
machine.
_______________________10/5
Sublessor needed ASAP $150.00
month OBO. Call 581-6069
______________________10/18
Sublease clean 2-bedroom fur-
nished for price of unfurnished!
Spring semester. Water, trash
included. 345-7176
_______________________10/6
Female Sublessor needed for Sp.
96 call Maureen at 348-7523 for
more information.
______________________10/13
Vacancy need to be filled immedi-
ately. $150.00 per month plus util-
ities. Call Tony for details. 345-
4323.
______________________10/12
1 Br furnished Apt. 1 block from
Old Main. Water and trash includ-
ed. A must see! call 345-9110. If
no answer leave a message.
_______________________10/9
Used CD’s! The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s, cassettes,
concert T-shirts, and video
games. We buy sell, and trade.
Music Exchange 512 N. 19th St.,
Mattoon. 234-3668
______________________10/12
1993 Nissan 240sx, red, 5 spd,
ac, ps, pb, tilt, am/fm cass, alarm,
34K, $12,300 obo. 345-6326.
______________________10/11
TAMA DRUMSET awesome deal
$ 1295 Lots of extras Call Chris
For INFO. 348-0247 work 348-
0127
_______________________10/6
Pioneer 16cm Coaxial two way
80 watt car speakers $50 or more
Call Amy 581-5105
_______________________10/9
For Sale: 1995 Honda CBR 900,
1250 miles. Call 774-5293.
_______________________10/6
LOFTS:Fit bolsters. Will deliver.
Leave a message 581-3460
______________________10/12
15x8 reverse rims, tires, 5 lug
directional style, like new firsts
Geo Trackers, side kicks. Ask for
Clay $375.00 348-7844
_______________________10/9
“Like New” quality single mat-
tress. Please call 581-8200 &
leave a message.
_______________________10/4
Good Computer For Sale Does
not include Printer or Monitor.
$750 OBO! 581-3407
_______________________10/6
Carnondale Killer V500 W/i Rock
Shax Mag. 21 susp. fork. $1200
new, make an offer. Must see to
appreciate. Call Mark 348-0870
_______________________10/9
HONDA ELITE 150cc RUNS
GREAT LOW MILES $800 348-
1283 TIM
______________________10/11
Your parents will love the savings
on Schwinn bicycles for Oakley’s.
Many new & used bikes. Large
selection—very competitive prices.
2601 Marshall. Mattoon. 234-7237.
_______________________10/6
Found: Women’s ring in Buzzard
Building bathroom. To claim go to
Student Publications in Union.
_______________________10/5
Found: Ladies 1995 Charleston
High School class ring. Call 581-
3117 & identify.
_______________________10/5
Found small gold-tone bracelet on
7th street sidewalk by clinical ser-
vices. Monday 2nd ate 12:00. Call
581-6601
_______________________10/5
Lost from student services build-
ing. A computer disk. Very
Important. REWARD if Found.
345-2660
_______________________10/5
Lost: Dark Blue Nike backpack
Where: IM fields, AST softball
tourney Call: 581-3516 Reward
Offered!
_______________________10/4
Tonight at Ike’s-DJ Mark Roberts.
8 to close.
_______________________10/4
HORSE BOARDING ONLY 1 1/2
MILES SW FROM CAMPUS
PHONE 345-6453 OR 348-8774
______________________12/11
ATTENTION HOMECOMING
CHAIRS ORDER YOUR POMPS
AT TOKENS BY FRI. OCT 6TH
ASK FOR IRA.
_______________________10/6
DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN SHIP
A PACKAGE, PROCESS FILM,
ORDER BALLOONS, CASH A
CHECK, BUY COOL EIU
CLOTHES, AND GET STAMPS
ALL AT TOKENS? OPEN EVERY-
DAY IN UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
_______________________11/3
SPECIALS SPECIALS SPECIALS
Check our special tanning prices! Call
345-911+1. European Tan Spa.
______________________10/13
FREE Mary Kay Facial! Call Melanie.
347-5667. Plus, Great Christmas Gifts
for Family and Friends.
_______________________10/4
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PHI BETA LAMBDA Future Business Leaders chapter meeting. Tonite
8:30 pm. Casey Rm.
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOC. meeting eting. Today 5pm.
Cultural Center.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting and presentation.
Tonite 6:30 pm. Shelbyville Rm.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION group photo. Tonite 6pm.
Shelbyville Rm.
WOMEN’S RUGBY practice. MW 4:30 & Th 5pm. Behind Field house.
MTEA meeting. Oct. 5 6pm. BB216.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Bible Study. Tonite 7pm.
Christian Campus House.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business meeting. Today 5:30 pm.
Charleston/Mattoon Rm.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT Group meeting.
Tonite 6:15 pm for officers and 6:30 for memebers.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Open Student Center and Bible
Study. Tonite 8pm. Immanual Lutheran Student Center.
PHI GAMMA NU pledge meeting. Tonite 6pm. Coleman 219.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA meeting. Tonite 6:30 pm. Lantz Club Room.
BGC Fundraising meeting. Today 4pm. Paris Room.
BGC Service meeting. Tonite 6pm. Union walkway.
BETA ALPHA PSI & STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY professional
meeting. Tonite 7pm. LH 17.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Communion. Tonite 9:30 pm. Wesley United
Methodist Chapel.
ENGLISH CLUB Open Poetry Reading. Tonite 9pm. Rosie’s.
PHI SIGMA SIGMA Tonite 8pm. Chapter House.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass. Tonite 9pm. Newman Chapel.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
Help Wanted
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P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
News News News Sports Center Wings Family Matters
NBC News Inside Edition Wheel of Fortune Wings Jeffersons
Baseball Playoff Country Music Ellen Bowling Murder, She Wrote Sister, Sister
Game 2 Assoc. Awards Drew Carey The Parent...
Grace Under Fire Speed Skating Night Watch Wayans Bros
Naked Truth Men’s Gymnastics Unhappily/After
PrimeTime Live News
Wheel of Fortune News News SportsCenter Wings Night Court
Inside Edition David L.(10:35) Nightline (10:35) Wings Simon & Simon
WILL-12 LIFE-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
MacNeil, Lehrer Commish Roseanne Beyond 2000 Carmen Sandiego Funniest Home..
Simpsons Next Step Bill Nye Funniest Home..
Scientific American Unsolved Myst. Beverly Hills, Queen of the Little House on Movie: A Fish
Frontiers 90210 Beasts the Prairie Called Wanda
Flying Vet Movie: Love, Honor Party of Five Invention
Duty Next Step Bonanza
Cuban Missle Crisis Star Trek the Next Divine Magic
Generation News Movie: 
Being Served? Unsolved Myst. America’s Most... Queen of the One on One with... Rambling Rose
Movie Cops Beasts Motorweek
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 4
Tokens big, fall sidewalk sale.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
1/2 off or more on all stuff out-
side. Including: T-shirts,
sweatshirts, hats, backpacks and
more.
_______________________10/4
Congratulations Alpha Gamma
Delta and Sigma Nu on placing
FIRST in Banner at the All Greek
Football Game!
_______________________10/4
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION.
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33
_______________________11/2
All new bulbs, all new uptown look, 10
tans $28.00 thru Fri. Keep that tan
you worked so hard for at Jamaican
Tan 410 7th St. 348-0018
_______________________10/6
All men interested in playing
rugby. Practice is at 4:00 pm
Tues, Wed, Thurs. Back by the
intermural soccer fields. or call
Scott 348-8893.
_______________________10/4
Tonight at Ike’s-DJ Mark
Roberts. 8 to close.
_____________________10/4
Tonight at Ike’s-DJ Mark
Roberts. 8 to close.
_____________________10/4
Sigma Pi’s and AST’s- Get
Ready for the World Series
Function on Thursday!!
_____________________10/4
Congratulations to the MEN of
DELTA CHI for placing first in
the 1st ANNUAL SI KAP
SANDBLAST.
_____________________10/4
TIFFANY NEWBROUGH, NUM-
BER ONE BABY, RUSH CRUSH,
GETTING CRAZY, MAI TAI
CURES ALL EVILS, TESTS
SUCK. LOVE MOM CANADAY.
_______________________10/4
CONGRATULATIONS to TONY
ROMAN of DELTA CHI for win-
ning Sig Kaps first MR. SAND-
MAN, 1995.
_______________________10/4
Congratulations Heather Stillwell
of AST Casey Miller of Lambda
Chi Alpha.
_______________________10/4
To th SIGMA PI softball team:
Congratulations and winning
two years in a row! (It must be
the coaching!) Ha! See You on
Thursday- 1st round on the
house! Love Coach
_______________________10/4
ALL WOMEN INTERESTED IN
PLAYING RUGBY-practice is
Monday, Wednesday at 4:30
and Tuesday, Thursday at 5:00
behind the Field house. NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED.
_______________________10/5
Evette, Will wait for you always.
Ivan
_______________________10/4
Congrats to Delta Zeta for getting
2nd place in Derby Days! Great
Job!
_______________________10/4
HOLLY HARBAUGH OF SIGMA
KAPPA! CONGRATULATIONS
ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO
MATT! I’M SO EXCITED FOR
YOU! BECARFUL YOU DON’T
HURT ANYONE WITH THAT
HUGE ROCK. LOVE, BECK V.
_______________________10/4
Aimee Baucek: Keep up the
GREAT work. You are the BEST
lil’ Sis. Tau Love, Kim
_______________________10/4
PIKES: You did an excellent job
in World Series. It was great
working with you! Tau love,
“Coach”
_______________________10/4
Heather Stillwell: Congratulations
on getting LAVALIERED. Your
mom is very happy for you! Tau
love, Kim
_______________________10/4
Congratulat ions to HOLLY
HARBAUGH of Sigma Kappa
on getting engaged to Matt
Downs of Phi Delta Theta at U
of I! That rock was worth the
wait. Your sisters are happy
for you!
_______________________10/4
SIG KAP Homecoming Co-
Chairs-Tara Baumrack and Laura
Harm-you both are doing a great
job. Keep up the good work!
_______________________10/4
ALPHA GAMS: See you Tonight
at 9:00 at the house!
_______________________10/4
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
HAS MOVED TO A NEW LOCA-
TION. WE ARE NOW LOCATED
IN THE MLK UNION GALLERY.
BUSINESS HOURS ARE FROM
8:00 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M.
_____________________HA-00
You can never go wrong when
you advertise in The Daily
Eastern News Classifieds.
_____________________HA-00
Surprise your friend with a B-day
display ad.
Services Offered
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BARGAIN
BASEMENT
ADS
10 Words – 3 Days • $2
15 Words – 7 Days • $5
15 Words – 7 Days • $7
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $100
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $500
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $1,000
Private Parties only,
items must be priced in ad
and
AD MUST BE PREPAID!
No Refunds or Copy Changes.
Wednesday, October 4, 1995
APPLY NOW!
If you take pride in
your work and are
seeking an employer
who appreciates
their employees,  we
have the job for you!
Offering: Great
Benefits (full time
staff only), Full or
Part Time, Flexible
Scheduling All
Shifts,
Advancements
Opps.
Positions avail-
able: Activity
Director, Activity
Aides, Habilitation
Aides, Physical
Therapy Aide,
Programmers,
Cooks/Dishwashers,
Whether you are a
student, profession-
al, retiree, or just a
solid individual look-
ing for a good job,
join our organization
today.
738 18th St.,
Charleston, IL
M-F 8-8, 
E.O.E.
Advertise  in 
The Daily
Eastern News
Classifieds!
Looking for an On-
Campus Professional
Sales Position?
Apply now at 
The Daily Eastern
News
–Resumé Encouraged–
Talk to Christina 
at 581-2812
located under the bowling alley
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Following is a list of Integrated Core courses offered in the Spring Semester 1995.  Please con-
sult course listing for times, instructors, etc.
CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
Fine Arts Component Sections Credit
ART 2310-C Introduction to Art 001-0103       
ART 2330-C Art Appreciation 001 3
*ART 2690-CImages and Ideas, Honors 099 3
*ART 3340-CMulticultural Aesthetics 001-003 3
A/H 2010-C Arts Omnibus 001 3
A/H 2012-C Nonwestern Fine Arts 001-003 3
MUS 2555-C Experiencing Music 001-007 3
MUS 3553-C Survey of Musical Masterworks 001-002 3
MUS 3562-C Nonwestern Music 001-002 3
MUS 3593-C Survey of Musical Masterworks, Honors 099 3
PED 2900-C International Expression for Dance 001-002 3
THA 2140-C World Theatre and Society 001-002 3
THA 2190-C World Theatre and Society, Honors 099 3
THA3754-C American Theatre on Film 001 3
Philosophy and Literature Component
*ENG 2009-C Literature & Human Values - Love 001 3
*ENG 2009-C Literature & Human Values - Labor 002 3
*ENG 2009-C Literature & Human Values - Race 003 3
*ENG 2011-C Literature,  Self and World - Fiction 001 3
*ENG 2011-C Literature, Self and World - Poetry 002 3
*ENG 2011-C Literature, Self and World - Drama 003 3
*ENG 3009-C Myth and Culture 001-008 3
*ENG 3010-C Literacy Masterworks 001-002 3
*ENG 3090-C Literacy Masterworks, Honors 099 3
PHI 1500-C Culture and the Human Person 001-007 3
THA 3753-C Development of Amer Theatre & Drama 001-002 3
Foreign Language
CDS 2020-C Language and Culture of the Deaf II 001 3
FLG 1101-C Elementary French I 001 3
FLG 1101-C Elementary German I 002 3
FLG 1101-C Elementary Spanish I 003-006 3
*FLG 1102-C Elementary French II 001 3
*FLG 1102-C Elementary German II 002 3
*FLG 1102-C Elementary Latin II 003 3
*FLG 1101-CElementary Spanish II 004-006 3
Foundations of Civilization
GEG 1100-CCultural Geography 001-003 3
HIS 1500-C Historical Foundations of Civilization 001-010 3
*ENG/PHI 3110-C Cultural Foundations II 001-003 3
* THA 3751-C Theatre & Civilization I 001-002 3
*THA 3752-C Theatre & Civilization II
001-002 3
HUMAN BEHAVIOR, SOCIAL INTERACTION, AND WELL-BEING
Cluster I
ANT 2200-C The Anthropological Perspective 001-005 3
EDF 2171-C Schools, Citizens and Society 001-003 3
GEG 1200-C World Regional Geography 001-002 3
JOU 2001-C Journalism and Democracy 001-005 3
*JOU 2091-C Journalism and Democracy, Honors 099 3
PLS-2253-C Global Politics and Interdependence 001-003 3
SOC 2750-C Social Problems in Contemporary Society 001-006 3
*SOC 2890-CSocial Problems in Cont Society, Honors 099 3
SPC 2001-C Media, Society and the Individual 001-003 3
*SPC 2091-C Media, Society & the Individual, Honors 099 3
Cluster II
CSC 3001-C Survival of Humanity 001 3
ECN 2800-C Economics of Social Issues 001-007 3
HIS 3700-C Turning Points in the History of
Religion and Science 001-002 3
*PHI 2500-C The Good Life 001-003 3
*PHI 2590-C The Good Life, Honors 099 3
WST 2309-C Women, Men and Culture 001-003 3
Cluster III
HST 2000-C Principles of Human Health 001-010 3
FCS 2472-C Nutrition and Well Being 001-008 3
*FCS 2492-C Nutrition and Well Being, Honors 099 3
PED 2850-C Fitness for Life 001-012 3
*PED 2890-C Fitness for Life, Honors 099 3
LANGUAGE
*ENG 1001-C Composition and Language 001-011 3
*ENG 1002-C Composition and Literature 001-062 3
*ENG 1092-C Composition and Literature, Honors 097-099 3
SPC 1310-C Introduction 
to Speech Communication                   001-037 3
*SPC 1390-C Intro to Speech Communication, Honors 098-099 3
QUANTITATIVE REASONING AND PROBLEM SOLVING
*MAT 1160-C Mathematics, A Human Endeavor 001-009 3
*MAT 1170-C Problem Solving 001-002 3
*MAT 1441-C Calculus and Analytic Geometry 001-004 5
*MAT 2110-C Mathematical Analysis 001-007 3
*MAT 2120-C Finite Mathematics 001-008 3
*MAT 2420-C Introductory Geometry 001-005 3
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
HIS  3600-C The U.S. Constitution and the Nation 001-014 3
PLS 1153-C American Government and Constitution 001-015 3
*PLS 1193-C American Gov and Constitution, Honors 098-099 3
SCIENTIFIC AWARENESS
Biological Sciences
BIO 1001-C Biological Principles and Issues 001-014 3
BOT 1000-C Practical Botany 001-003 2
*BOT 1010-CGeneral Botany 001-003 3
BOT 1050-C The Plant World 001-002 3
*BOT 1090-CThe Plant World, Honors 099 3
BOT 2000-C The Mystery of Microbes 001-004 3
EVB 3010-C Environmental Life Science 001-003 3
*EVB 3010-CEnvironmental Life Science, Honors 099 3
ZOO 1001-C Life of Animals 001-002 3
*ZOO 1020-C Animal Diversity 001-006 4
ZOO 2001-C Human Physiology 001-008 3
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
CHM 1040-CThe World of Chemistry 001-004 4
*CHM 1410-C General Chemistry II 001-003 3
*CHM 1415-C General Chemistry Lab II 001-006 1
*CHM 1510-C General Chemistry II 001-002 3
*CHM 1515-C General Chemistry Lab II 001-002 1
*CHM 1590-C General Chemistry  II, Honors 099 3
*CHM CHM 1595-C General Chemistry Lab II, Honors 099 1
CHM 2040-C Practical Chemistry 001 2
CHM 3040-CDevelopments in Science and Technology 001 3
ESC 1300-C Earth Sciences 001-002 3
ESC 1400-C Weather and Climate 001-008 3
*ESC 1490-C Weather and Climate, Honors 099 4
ESC 3010-C Environmental Physical Science 001 4
*ESC 3015-C Environmental Physical Science Lab 001 1
ESC 3450-C Oceanography 001 3
GEL 1300-C Earth Sciences 001-004 3
GEL 3300-C Sciences and Technology 001-003 2
GEL 3450-C Oceanography 001 3
INT 2200-C Material Science 001 2
PHY 1050-C Adventures in Physics 001 4
PHY 1054-C Descriptive Astronomy 001-003 3
*PHY 1160-CPrinciples of Physics II 001-002 4
*PHY 1360-CGeneral Physics II 001-002 4
SENIOR SEMINARS
*EIU 4000-C Controversial Issues in Education 001 2
*EIU 4003-C Spaceship Earth: The Present State 001-006 2
*EIU 4007-C Contemporary Issues in American Edu 001 2
*EIU 4008-C The Changing World of Women 001 2
*EIU 4009-C Search for the American Dream 001-002 2
*EIU 4010-C Frontiers of Communication 001 2
*EIU 4011-C Plants and Civilization 001 2
*EIU 4014-C High Technology: Implications for 
Families and Individuals 001-004 2
*EIU 4021-C Leisure Time: The American Perspective 001 2
*EIU 4025-C Multi-Cultural Elements in Am.n Society 001 2
*EIU 4030-C Commun. Strategies for Chnging Wrld. 001 2
*EIU 4034-C Political Revolutions 001 2
*EIU 4036-C Conflict Managmt. Through Non-Violence001 2
*EIU 4037-C Lincolnian View of American Democracy 001 2
*EIU 4039-C The Holocaust, Honors 099 4
*EIU 4042-C Telecommunication Issues Toward the 
Third Millennium 001-002 2
*EIU 4047-C Health Communication Issues 001 2
*EIU 4048-C Film and Contemporary Society, Honors 099 4
*EIU 4051-C Nutrition Dilemmas and Decisions 001-004 2
CORRECTED INTEGRATED CORE
Supplement to the spring semester 1996 class schedule,
Eastern Illinois University. Publisher by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Additions to Spring 1996 Class Schedule
Course No./Sect. Title Call# Instructor Time Rm. Cr.
EDG 5400-001 Multicul Coun     1855 Lyles,Judith 1900-2130 W  BH300   3
EIU 4023-C 001 Soc Crowd/VIOL 1473 Wohlstein, R. 0900-1040 R  M 216    2
SORRY FOR THE INCONVENIENCE!
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able to stay with St. Louis a little
bit more than in game two. The
two teams traded points, but at 5-
4 in favor of Eastern, Shercliff
again let her jumper fly. 
The Billikens’ freshman nailed
two of her three service aces to
give her team a 6-5 lead. St.
Louis would not trail after that.
“We weren’t doing anything
right,” said Eastern setter Kara
Harper. “This was not a good
showing at all, and I don’t know
what went wrong. We lost inten-
sity after the first game.”
Sophomore middle hitter Lorri
Sommer, who recorded 11 kills
and nine digs in the match,
echoed Harper’s comments on
the team’s intensity.
“They (Billikens) definitely
came out more intense than we
did,” Sommer said. “We beat
ourselves, because they were
beatable. Our defense was just
terrible tonight.”
In the fourth and final game of
the match, the St. Louis sideout
game was at its best. The Pan-
thers could manage only one
point on a Monica Brown stuff-
block. Leading 3-1, St. Louis rat-
tled off 12 straight points to close
out the game and match.
“No one was up for this
match,” Wells said. “It seemed
like I expended more energy try-
ing to get everyone into it than I
did executing plays. We were
pulling teeth just to get into the
match (mentally).”
“We just didn’t score tonight,”
Ralston said. “They were not a
great passing team, but we
should have had better passing.”
DIET
YOU HEAR IT, YOU READ IT
IT’S TIME BELIEVE IT.
SO YOU BUY IT AND TRY IT
YOU HEAR IT, YOU READ IT
IT’S “I’M ON A DIET.”
THE DIET WORKS GREAT
BUT THE FOOD AIN’T FIRST RATE,
SO YOU LOOK FOR A PLACE TO DEFY IT.
BUT WHY TAKE THE CHANCE
OF WIDENING YOUR PANTS
WHEN MY TURKEY AND TUNA ARE DIET?
JIMMY JOHN’S
GOURMET SUBS
“WE’LL BRING ‘EM TO YA”
345-1075
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN’S®
®
Wednesday at
$17522oz. Lite Drafts
$350Pitchersof Lite, Genuine Red, Icehouse
Tonite: Mozzarella Stix
Ribeye Steak Sandwich
w/fries $349
WEDNESDAY’S NEW RELEASES
$11.98
CDS$6.98 CAS-
SETTES
CANDLEBOX • LUCY
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS •
ONE HOT MINUTE
JESUS & MARY CHAIN •
HATE, ROCK & ROLL
SONIC YOUTH • WASHING MACHINE
URGE OVERKILL •
EXIT THE DRAGON
PRINCE • THE GOLD EXPERIENCE
there are a lot of little things
that add up and take up a lot of
t ime that  most  people don’t
think about.”
While Fabiano has had to
deal with extra responsibilities
this season, he said he has en-
joyed working with the team,
which is also the best aspect of
his job.
“I basically enjoy working
with the guys,” Fabiano said.
“But I also enjoy developing a
good relationship with the play-
ers, and I think that is the best
part about my job.”
And like any other coaching
job, there are many frustrating
aspects in being a head coach.
But Fabiano doesn’t really see
his job as a frustrating one. In-
stead, he believes the hardest
part about his job is maintaining
a good reputation as a coach and
being someone that his players
can respect.
“I feel that the guys look up
to me and they trust me, so I
don’t want to break that trust,”
Fabiano said. “And since I did
play in college, I knew how I
wanted to be treated as a player
and so I’m honest with the team
and I let them know what is on
my mind at all times.”
Although Fabiano is unsure
of whether he will be the head
coach next year, since he is only
serving as an interim coach this
season, he does have some goals
in mind for next year in addition
to wanting to finish the season
on a high note.
“For this season I want to see
the team approach every game
as an important one and to see
the guys give their best effort
every time they play,” Fabiano
said.
“As for  next  year,  I  have
already started recruiting play-
ers because I want to see the
team have a good season next
year, even if I’m not the head
coach. I just don’t think it’s
right for the players to have to
go through another bad season
because it takes away from their
four years of eligibility. 
“So basically, I’m recruiting
now for the players’ benefits
because it wouldn’t be fair to
have them, or the university, go
through another bad season.”
FABIANO from page 12
I feel that the
guys look up to
me and they trust me so
I don’t want to break that
trust.”
– Troy Fabiano
men’s soccer coach
“
and placing in the top five of her age
group. “But,” she says, “the overall goal is
just to finish the race.”
The race begins at 7 a.m. with a de-
manding 2.4 mile swim which must be fin-
ished in 2 hours, 20 minutes. The competi-
tors then bicycle 112 miles through the
desolate, sweltering lava plains of the
Kohala Coast and through a dangerous
wind tunnel which is formed between the
world’s biggest mountainous bodies,
Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa. 
After the racers finish the bicycle section
(they are allowed about three hours) they
move on to the marathon. The marathon is
a grueling 26.2 mile run which must be
completed by midnight. 
There is a total of $160,000 in prize
money with a $100,000 bonus for anyone
who can break the course record (eight
hours for men, 8:45 for women).
Wiley said biking and running are the
strong suits of her race, but said she has a
little trouble with the swimming because of
an injured collarbone.
“It has always been a dream of hers to
participate in the Ironman,” says acting
associate athletic director John Craft. “I’m
glad to see her dream come (true).” 
Craft was Wiley’s cross country and
track coach during the 3 1/2 years that she
ran for Eastern from 1989 to 1993. Accor-
ding to Craft, Wiley is a “staunch” and
“formidable” competitor. “She is really
dedicated to the sport,” he says. “Every
time I see her she is biking or running.”
Wiley has put in incredible amounts of
biking, running and swimming in prepara-
tion for the race. Among other things, her
training includes a 20 mile run and a 100
mile bike every week.
Wiley will be back in Charleston next
Tuesday and the Ironman will be televised
in November on NBC.
WILEY from page 12
SPIKERS from page 12
CHAMPAIGN (AP) – A rules
violation, not poor play, cost
Johnny Johnson his job as starting
quarterback, Illinois coach Lou
Tepper said Tuesday.
Johnson has been suspended for
at least part of Saturday’s game
against Indiana at Bloomington,
Ind., because of an unspecified
violation of team rules.
Tepper said, the job is now
Scott Weaver’s to keep.
“If he goes out and performs
well, there’s no question Scott
will be the starter the following
week,’’ Tepper said. “We feel very
good about him.’’ 
Johnson, a senior, started the
first four games of this 2-2 season.
He has completed 48 of 95 passes
for 497 yards and only one touch-
down – last in the Big Ten in
passing efficiency.
Weaver has completed 15 of 23
passes for 136 yards and a touch-
down.
Tepper: Illini quarterback
Johnson violated rules
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“Lack of intensity” hurts spikers in loss to St. Louis
TODD REICHER/ Staff photographer
An Eastern volleyball player gets ready to spike the ball in the Panthers’ match Tuesday night vs. St. Louis
at Lantz Gym. The Panthers lost to the Billikens in four games.
By TOM SANDROCK
Staff Writer
Eastern graduate student
Aislinn Wiley will receive her
masters degree in Business
Administration this May, but she
has a lot more than that on her
mind right now.
On Saturday, Wiley will be
competing in the 19th annual
Gatorade Ironman Triathalon
World Championship held in
Kailua-Koa, Hawaii.
Wiley, a former Eastern cross
country and track runner, left for
Hawaii on Tuesday. The race
will be held on Saturday.
The Ironman is known as one
of the most grueling and presti-
gious races in the world. Accor-
ding to This Week magazine,
only about 1,500 people from
over 50 countries qualify to com-
pete each year – fewer cross the
finish line.
Wiley finished in the top 100
in last year’s Ironman, ninth in
her age group. Her goals for this
year include improving her time
Wiley not done competing yet
Photo courtesy of Aislinn Wiley
Former Eastern track and cross country runner Aislinn Wiley com-
petes in the cycling phase of the Memphis Triathalon last year.
Former Eastern
athlete working
to be triathlete
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
Whether the team is winning or losing,
the coach’s job is never an easy one.
With the men’s soccer team going
through a rough season with an overall
record of 2-9, head coach Troy Fabiano
believes his job has been interesting this
year.
At the same time though, the most diffi-
cult aspect of taking over the head-coach-
ing job this year has been coaching
a team that is short on numbers.
“It’s been hard to adjust (to
coaching) because the team is
shorthanded this year,” Fabiano
said. “I mean the team could work
on so much more if we just had the
numbers but since we don’t have
the numbers, there are a lot of
things we can’t do.”
Before taking the job at Eastern, Fabiano
played soccer at Robert Morris College in
Coraopolis, Pa., and played two
years of professional soccer for the
Pittsburgh Stingers of the Contin-
ental Indoor Soccer League.
In addition to playing at Robert
Morris, Fabiano also served as an
assistant coach for the Colonials
during the 1994 season before tak-
ing the head job at Eastern in July.
According to Fabiano, being the
head coach is not as easy as being an assis-
tant, because all he had to as an assistant
was to show up for the game. But as a head
coach, he believes that there are a lot of lit-
tle things that go along with the job that go
unnoticed by most people.
“There is a lot more responsibility
because there are a lot of things that I have
to do besides being ready to hold practice
every day,” Fabiano said. “I have to take
care of all the little things like travel
money, hotel reservations, transportation
and calling in scores after the games. So
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
One problem is taken care of –
now on to the next.
With a 3-2 overtime victory
over the University of Toledo on
Sunday, the Lady Panthers broke
their four-game losing streak.
But tonight’s game at Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville
kicks off a five-game road trip, and
Eastern has had trouble away from
home.
The Lady Panthers currently
own a 4-7 record, but only one win
has come on the road along with
four losses.
“We need to play on the road
the same as we do at home,” head
coach Steve Ballard said.
After tonight’s game, Eastern
travels to the University of Miss-
ouri at St. Louis for a tournament
this weekend before heading to the
University of Arkansas at Little
Rock and Memphis the following
weekend. The Lady Panthers don’t
return to Lakeside Field until
Valparaiso visits on Oct. 20.
Not only will they be on the
road, but the Lady Panthers will
also be facing some stiff competi-
tion. All three of Eastern’s next
opponents are highly ranked
Division II schools.
The Lady Panthers’ two oppo-
nents at the UMSL tournament,
Quincy University and UMSL, are
ranked sixth and 19th respectively
in the nation. SIU-E is ranked fifth
in the Central Region.
Tonight will mark the second
time this season Eastern and SIU-
E have met. The first was a 1-0
Cougar victory Sept. 17, which
was decided by a penalty kick with
14 minutes left in the contest.
“This is an important game for
us,” Ballard said. “We’ll find out
(tonight) whether we’ve matured
since then or not.”
Ballard also said that he does
not try to change the team’s rou-
tine when they travel.
“It’s a mental thing, not a physi-
cal thing,” he said.
With the team’s win on Sunday,
the Lady Panthers do have some
positives going into tonight’s
game.
Offensively, Eastern broke out
of its scoring slump (one goal in
the previous four games) with
three goals.
Defensively, after giving up two
goals in the first half, the Lady
Panthers shutout Toledo through
the second half and overtime.
“We finished and made some
changes,” Ballard said. “We’ll see
how it goes against Southern.”
Women’s soccer team
trying to turn the tide
Fabiano making the most of difficult first season
See WILEY page 11
See FABIANO page 11
Troy Fabiano
By MATT ERICKSON
Staff writer
After capturing its first tourna-
ment title in four years, the Eas-
tern volleyball team set out to
extend its season-high winning
streak to five matches. But the
Panthers’ winning ways were put
to an abrupt halt in four games to
the St. Louis University Billikens.
“The intensity was not there for
us tonight,” head coach Betty
Ralston said. “They (Billikens)
sided out well all night and we
got into a rut in the second game
and we couldn’t get out of it.”
The Panthers started out strong,
building a 6-3 lead and forcing St.
Louis into a time out. Eastern
found itself not scoring quickly
early in game one, but held the
lead nonetheless. 
St. Louis mounted a rally after
Eastern rolled off four more
points. Down 3-10, the Billikens
got strong jump serves from
Kristen Shircliff to pull within
four at 6-10.
But Eastern’s offensive attack
was too tough for St. Louis in the
first contest, and the Panthers
cruised to a 15-9 victory. 
“We started well again in the
first game,” Ralston said. “They
(Billikens) committed a lot of ser-
vice errors and they really just
weren’t giving themselves a
chance.”
But St. Louis reversed that
trend and got plenty of chances in
the next three games. 
In game two, the Panthers got
started early again. After scoring
the game’s first two points, Eas-
tern gave up six straight and
Ralston was forced to call her first
time out. But the aftermath of the
short break in action did not help
her club as St. Louis went on to
win by a 15-4 count.
“We just weren’t passing well
at all,” said junior outside hitter
Vanessa Wells. “We weren’t serv-
ing as well as usual either. It
wasn’t them, it was us beating
ourselves.”
Wells led Eastern with 17 kills
and hit .200 in the four-game
match. But her seven digs was
down from her average of 14.7
per match.
In the third game, Eastern was
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